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Abstract

Open regionalism is a dominant feature within the regional integration mechanism 
known as the Pacific Alliance. Its members seek to strengthen the economic ties between 
them and obtain favorable outcomes vis-à-vis the Asia Pacific region. The aim of  this 
article is to demonstrate the private sector’s significance within the Pacific Alliance, 
while highlighting the role each one has played in the other’s success. To this end, the 
authors undertook an extensive literature review and conducted numerous interviews 
with representatives of  the Colombian private sector to gather their estimations  
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regarding the Pacific Alliance, its various stages of  conception and implementation, and 
its real significance for the private sectors within and among members. Additionally, 
the focus was directed to the specific case of  the sura Group, an international firm 
based in Colombia, to illustrate the objectives and benefits accruing to the private 
sector (and the sura Group itself) via this integration initiative.
Keywords: Regional integration; open regionalism; Pacific Alliance; sura Group.

El regionalismo abierto y la Alianza del 
Pacífico: el caso del Grupo sura como un  

actor del sector privado

Resumen

El regionalismo abierto es una característica dominante dentro del mecanismo de 
integración regional denominado Alianza del Pacífico. Sus miembros procuran for-
talecer los lazos económicos entre ellos y obtener resultados favorables que faciliten el 
diálogo directo con la región Asia Pacífico. El objetivo de este artículo es demostrar 
la importancia del sector privado dentro de la Alianza del Pacífico y, paralelamente, 
destacar los efectos que genera la existencia de la citada Alianza sobre dicho sector. 
Para lograr este objetivo, los autores emprendieron una extensa revisión de literatu-
ra, mientras condujeron numerosas entrevistas con representantes del sector privado 
colombiano, en procura de reunir sus apreciaciones y análisis en relación con la 
Alianza del Pacífico, su proceso de creación e implementación y el real significado 
para este sector dentro y entre los cuatro países miembros. Adicional a ello, el análisis 
se centró en el caso específico del Grupo sura, una compañía internacional ubicada 
en Colombia, con la idea de ilustrar los objetivos y beneficios para el sector privado 
(y el Grupo sura en particular) a través de esta iniciativa de integración regional.
Palabras clave: integración regional; regionalismo abierto; Alianza del Pacífico; 
Grupo sura.
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Regionalismo aberto e a Aliança do Pacífico:  
o caso do Grupo sura como ator do setor privado

Resumo

O regionalismo aberto é uma característica dominante dentro do mecanismo de inte-
gração regional conhecido como Aliança do Pacífico, cujos membros buscam fortalecer 
os laços econômicos entre eles e obter resultados favoráveis que facilitem o diálogo direto 
com a região Ásia-Pacífico. O objetivo deste artigo é demonstrar a importância do 
setor privado dentro da Aliança do Pacífico, e paralelamente evidenciar os efeitos que 
a existência da mencionada Aliança gera nesse setor. Para alcançar este objetivo, os 
autores realizaram uma extensa revisão de literatura, enquanto conduziam numero-
sas entrevistas com representantes do setor privado colombiano, na tentativa de reunir 
suas percepções e análises em relação à Aliança do Pacífico, seu processo de criação e 
implementação, e seu significado real dentro deste setor e entre os quatro países mem-
bros. Adicionalmente, a análise se concentrou no caso específico do Grupo Sura, uma 
empresa internacional localizada na Colômbia, com o intuito de ilustrar os objetivos 
e benefícios para o setor privado (e o próprio Grupo Sura) por meio dessa iniciativa 
de integração regional.
Palavras-chave: integração regional; regionalismo aberto; Aliança do Pacífico; 
Grupo sura.

Introduction

Although the concept of  open regionalism (or) has somewhat changed 
over time, it is currently a dominant feature of  the Latin American 
regional integration initiative known as the Pacific Alliance (pa) — Chile, 
Colombia, Mexico, and Peru—. This type of  scenario aims for the 
strengthening of  economic bonds between member States while also 
serving as a platform for better-quality commercial cooperation with 
third parties.

This article offers an analysis of  the role played by the private sector 
in the regional pa integration initiative via the specific case of  the 
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sura Group —a Colombian multilatina1 with tremendous growth and 
potential, which has businesses and economic interests in the four pa 
countries— and its dynamics therein. Consequently, the case study  
focuses on the research about how the Colombian private sector takes 
advantage of  the structure offered by the pa. For governmental institu-
tions and the productive sector, the pa is considered a good insertion 
mechanism towards the Asia Pacific region. The previous statement 
is based on evidence provided by different actors involved in the 
agreement.

Additionally, the article presents a historical overview of  some pro-
posals and mechanisms for regional integration in Latin America in 
order to identify the regional impact and scope of  the pa. Given the 
article’s extension, it is not possible to go beyond processes directly 
related to South America, which becomes a geographical limitation. 
However, it does not affect the central argument under analysis.

For this purpose, an extensive literature review was conducted in order 
to understand the historical evolution of  the integration initiatives in 
Latin America. Besides, this article explores the repercussions some 
of  these agreements have had for business interests. To complement 
these aims, the authors conducted several interviews with which they 
sought to grasp the real implications schemes like those the pa has in 
the concrete development of  market opportunities for companies.

The paper is divided into four sections: the first one highlights the his-
torical development of  integration mechanisms2 during the last decades 
in Latin America; the second section explains the Pacific Alliance and 
how it works; the third section explains the role of  the private sector 
within the Alliance, and, lastly, the specific case of  the sura Group 

1 According to De Villa (2016), Multilatinas are “a subgroup of  Emergent Market Multi-
national Companies eMncs that share a Latin American country of  origin and international 
operations that mainly target Latin America” (p. 24).
2 It is relevant to say that the authors understand agreements like mechanisms as well. 
However, not all agreements or treaties are tools for advancing towards integration as a 
process. Some of  them should be studied as simple instruments to improve communication 
and agree on commitments about specific fields.
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illustrates the degree to which the private sector has utilized and has 
been affected by the pa.

The authors conclude that the pa is beneficial, as a whole, to the 
Colombian business sector and for international links with some 
regional actors. Also, results suggest this variety of  agreement, based 
on the principle of  or, is appropriate and useful for obtaining better 
regional and international outcomes among private sector actors. 
Finally, the authors determined there is a need to strengthen academic 
research on this subject, which remains still embryonic.

Methodological aspects

This paper analyzes the or approach inside the pa integration. To 
this end, the historical changes that Latin-American integration pro-
cesses have witnessed are evaluated in order to understand how the 
recently created pa inhabits the or principle. It resulted noteworthy 
during the literature review the lack of  research about the importance 
of  the private sector within the pa and its role inside the agreement.

This article is the product of  a qualitative research in which primary 
and secondary sources were used. Firstly, a literature review was 
conducted, considering papers and books written about the histori-
cal development of  Latin American integration mechanisms. At the 
same time, articles about or and its implications for the region were 
analyzed. In this process, relevant texts from authors such as Quiliconi 
and Salgado (2017) and Ozaryún and Rojas (2013) were studied. There-
after, different works on the pa and its trajectory were reviewed. Dif-
ferent publications regarding the role the private sector has in diverse 
regional mechanisms were considered. In addition, other secondary 
sources as magazines, newspapers, business reports and documents 
published by the pa were consulted.

It is noteworthy that, during the literature review, it became evident 
the lack of  research about the importance and the role private sec-
tor has in the pa. The author’s strategy was directly targeted towards 
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important players inside that sector, basically, because as Silverman 
(2016) says:

those of  us who aim to understand other’s understandings choose 
qualitative interviewing because it provides us with a means for 
exploring the points of  view of  our research subjects, while 
granting these points of  view the culturally honoured status of  
reality (2016, p. 53).

Consequently, this research used semi-structured interviews con-
ducted by the authors, convinced about the meaningful information 
direct actors can supply. In this approach, observations gathered from 
academics and other personalities involved directly with regional 
integration were crucial as primary sources; the interviewee Diego 
Cardona, for instance, is both an academic and a practitioner regard-
ing these topics. Besides, it is important to mention the interviews 
conducted with prominent businessmen such as Mario Hernández 
and Sergio Ignacio Soto, and executives of  the sura Group, including 
Ricardo Jaramillo Mejía, Vice-President of  Corporate Finances, and 
Ignacio Calle Cuartas, sura Asset Management President, aiming 
to understand the views the private sector and the aforementioned 
company have about the reach and impact the pa has had.

Open Regionalism and Its Historic Evolution

Latin American regional integration should not be confused with 
European or North American integration processes, given the pro-
nounced regional differences in play. The current scenario, in each 
case, is clearly the product of  a distinct and complex historical pro-
cess. Nonetheless, the North American and European examples offer 
basic conceptual frameworks from which Latin American initiatives 
may be understood and adjusted.

Such adaptation is certainly apparent in the pa initiative, which pro-
motes trade and incipient social integration via the free movement 
of  people in a manner conducive to the particularities of  the region. 
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Since the initiative is based on the concept of  or, we shall begin by 
briefly charting the genesis of  that term.3 In this sense, this work 
requires a review as detailed as possible, regarding the historical 
perspective, on how regional integration has progressed on the road 
to the emergence of  the pa as a singular instrument in this matter.

The concept of  or gained importance during the 90’s when the Latin 
American and the Caribbean region were facing the new challenges of  
market liberalization and globalization.4 Some argue it was a natural 
outcome of  the Structural Adjustment Programs (sap), suggested by 
the Washington Consensus,5 while others suggest it was a forced or 
coercive outcome, due —to some extent— to the failure of  regional 
integration based on the previous ecLac recommendations (Stiglitz, 
2002; Toro, 2004).

Some would argue that or obtained its quintessential expression in 
the activities, agreements, and discussions within the Asia Pacific 
Economic Cooperation Forum (apec), established in 1989 (Bergstein, 
1994). However, the forum did not seek to define or nor explicitly 
utilize such terminology. Indeed, several years passed before a precise 
academic definition was offered. Bergstein (1994),6 synthesizing five 
possible definitions, suggested that “the concept represents an effort 

3 Particularly, the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ecLac) 
launched a differentiated approach to its traditional proposals in 1994, regarding the attraction 
of  the region’s countries to practice or. To achieve the effects suggested by such region-
alism, the ecLac proposed a body of  central orientations, which was broken down into 
mechanisms, instruments, and policies such as stabilization and financing, less intra-regional 
discrimination, equal opportunities between countries to access the potential of  integration, 
coordination of  the macroeconomic policies, integration and work environment, compe-
tition policies, and institutional aspects. For further explanations, see Novelo (2001).
4 This paper understands globalization as an economic process (phenomenon) in which the 
interdependence of  domestic economies in trade, finance, and macroeconomic policy increased 
dramatically. Although many authors refer to globalization in a wider perspective, including  
the processes in which people, ideas, and goods spread throughout the world, we understand the  
latter basically in terms of  effects.
5 See Cordeiro (2007), Acemoglu and Robinson (2012), and Reid (2007) for good analyses 
about the sap implementation process.
6 See also: Open Regionalism. Working paper, 97-3, piie. Retrieved from: https://piie.
com/publications/working-papers/open-regionalism#note1
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to achieve the best of  both worlds: the benefits of  regional liber-
alization, which even the critics acknowledge, without jeopardizing 
the continued vitality of  the multilateral system.”

Furthermore, he notes that many promoters of  or conceive it as a 
“device through which regionalism can be employed to accelerate the 
progress towards global liberalization and rule-making.” Along these 
lines, he offers five possible conceptualizations: first, the notion of  
or as an open membership in a regional organization (e. g., the pa);7 
second, the existence of  an unconditional most-favored-nation (MFn) 
treatment.8 The problems that normally arise with unconditional MFn 
constitute the third alternative, i. e., conditional MFn extension to 
specific agreements of  liberalization. A fourth possibility would be 
to simply continue the reduction of  barriers on a global basis while 
all members pursue their regional goals. Lastly, there is an analysis 
about the outcomes of  changing the traditional view about this mat-
ter, which would entail simultaneous achievement of  free trade in 
the region and the world. The result would again turn on the policy 
decisions of  the members (Bergsten, 1997).

In the interest of  offering a complete and useful definition of  or, 
it is important to further note Fernández and Hogenboom’s (1996) 
characterization, based on ecLac reports:

Open regionalism is the conceptualization of  regionalization and 
globalization of  the Latin American economy as one inseparable 

7 The authors of  this paper know this is a debatable topic since parameters to define 
what an international organization (io) is, e.g., to be created by an international treaty, to 
be constituted by States, to have an international legal personality, and to have a defined 
bureaucracy. However, Tremolada (2014) points to the path for explaining the pa as an 
international organization. In sum, for this text purposes, the pa should not be understood 
as an io.
8 Authors work under the following definition of  the MFn rule supplied by the wto: 
“Treating other people equally under the wto agreements, countries cannot normally dis-
criminate between their trading partners. Grant someone a special favor (such as a lower 
customs duty rate for one of  their products) and you have to do the same for all other wto 
members”. The information is based on the World Trade Organization official web page 
reports. See: https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/fact2_e.htm 

https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/fact2_e.htm
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process. [It is] based on two pillars. First, it is based on growing 
economic interdependency at the regional level (…) Second, it is 
based on regionalization of  national private capital elements that 
have been strengthened by the selling of  public enterprises [sic.] 
(p. 4-5).

As previously indicated, both pillars are underpinned by a change in 
economic ideology within Latina America and the Caribbean. How-
ever, although regionalism as a concept was mainly developed during 
the 90s (at least by most thinkers and scholars), if  understood as a 
mean towards defining necessary steps inside the Latin American 
integration processes, it is an older idea.

During the 70s, regionalism in Latin America was orchestrated under 
the auspices of  import substitution industrialization (isi), a protec-
tionist model designed to avoid international competition in national 
markets (Rojas & Terán, 2016). During the same decade, the ecLac 
led the implementation of  the isi model, centered on the desire to 
develop regional economies, which at the time were based on imports.9

As a basic definition, following Bussell (2018), the isi model was 
intended to incorporate three key phases or steps: first, national man-
ufacture of  previously imported simple nondurable consumer goods; 
second, the extension of  domestic production to a wider variety of  
consumer durables and more sophisticated industrial products, and, 
lastly, the exportation of  manufactured goods and continued indus-
trial diversification and specialization. Some Asian cases potentially 
show successful implementation of  this process (Balassa, 1977; 1982).

Thus, the isi model may be understood as an attempt to reduce 
foreign economic dependency by increasing internal production of  

9 However, some authors argue the ecLac was not the origin of  the isi policies. According 
to Levy-Orlik (2009), for instance, “it can be said that the protectionist policies were not 
part of  ecLac recommendations. To the contrary they resulted from internal and external 
conditions, especially political in nature that dominated the Latin American region after the 
Second World War” (p. 448). The debate is still open in this matter.
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industrial and manufacturing products. However, the model does not 
entail the elimination of  imports since, when a country increases its 
industrial levels, it starts to import new materials in order to satisfy 
its requirements.

One relevant objective of  the isi model was to protect internal pro-
duction sectors from external competition. Subsequently, “economic 
policy instruments such as quotas, tariffs, subsidies, and special 
licenses were applied to imports and exports” (Levy-Orlik, 2009,  
p. 436). Furthermore, some policies created to finance specific eco-
nomic and social sectors were coercively enacted. States had total 
control. Therefore, the model could also be defined as a path whereby 
States increased their dominion over society.

According to Reinhardt and Peres (2000, p. 2), critics of  the model argued 
that the isi “was based on a misguided rejection of  the basic principles 
of  laissez-faire economics.” As problems with isi appeared, discussions 
regarding its advantages shifted their focus on Latin America where 
—after the implementation of  the model—, industries and companies 
subject to it could only subsist through the rent-seeking made possible 
by protectionism and subsidies, which made them unable to compete 
in international markets. However, it is not appropriate to offer gener-
alizations about the isi model outcomes since some cases demonstrated 
different scopes.

According to Martinez (2016), two main events during the 80s influ-
enced Latin American regional relations: the signing of  the Single 
European Act and the Latin American external debt crisis with their 
well-known strong effects. Because of  these events, governments in 
the region decided to reduce tariffs and open up to international trade. 
In addition, some evident problems associated with protectionism 
during its final stages in the region were noted by Levy-Orlik (2009):

The main problems of  protectionist policies were: first, their 
generalization, including all manufactured goods for which there 
was internal demand, and thus protectionist policies were used 
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to produce high-tech final goods. Second, protectionist poli-
cies covered domestic and foreign capital equally. There was no 
intention to build a national industrial core to develop and fortify 
backward or forward linkages. Finally, La faced more difficulties 
in comparison to other developing regions because of  the char-
acteristics of  the us economy, primarily low import capacity and a 
wide range of  manufacturing that made La industrial specialization 
more difficult (p. 448-9).

The 1990s brought a new variety regarding regional integration and 
cooperation known as or: “The open regionalism model was based 
on the premise that unilateral trade liberalization was the key to 
enhancing more efficient participation of  Latin American countries 
in the global economy through exports” (Quiliconi & Salgado, 2017,  
p. 17). Currently, some authors are speaking about new derivations and 
regional trends. However, that is not the concern of  this paper.10, 11

Based on the above trajectory, one might say that Latin American 
regional integration initiatives started long ago but not all were strong 
enough to reach the status of  ratified treaties (Mace, 1988). The 
creation of  the Latin-American Free Trade Association (LaFta) in 
1960 was intended to establish a common market in the region. It 
was created almost parallel to the European Economic Community 
(eec) in 1957. In fact, LaFta was substantially inspired by the eec. 

10 It is appropriate to consider Maldonado and López Leyva’s (2017) article regarding 
the pa. It is a relevant tool for the cited approach. The authors show the last (fourth) stage 
about liberalism, using concepts like “post-liberal or post-hegemonic liberalism”. Also, 
they mention other useful works in this academic field, such as Rojas (2013) and Prado and 
Velásquez (2016).
11 As mentioned by Pastrana and Castro (2018) “Las organizaciones del regionalismo 
abierto suponían que las potencias extrarregionales aceptarían negociar en un esquema 
Estado-bloque o bloque-bloque, pero en el actual panorama de una economía política 
internacional crecientemente multipolar (Garzón, 2015), esto parece ser cada vez menos 
posible.” (p. 33). On the contrary, it is possible to evidence how the pa has taken advantage 
of  the current multipolarity in the international system. Moreover, an integration agree-
ment with the features the pa has is expected to use in its favor the flexibility stablished 
in its foundational document. As an example, the pa (or each member independently) can 
sign agreements with other countries or blocs from diverse political orientations, economic 
systems, etc.
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However, the development of  these organizations followed very dif-
ferent paths. The political processes of  regional integration in Latin 
America have indeed been far from stable.

Such instability is in evidence within organizations like the Andean 
Community (can, for its initials in Spanish), wherein political differ-
ences between member States (currently comprising Bolivia, Colom-
bia, Ecuador, and Peru, formerly including Venezuela)12 produced 
high levels of  discord (Cordeiro, 2007). After numerous controversies 
and disagreements, Colombia and Peru effectively became a liberal 
faction on one side, while Ecuador and Bolivia became an opposing 
interventionist faction (Ahcar et al., 2013). In addition, Venezuela 
refused to participate in the organization because of  its interest in 
joining Mercosur. Several authors (Malamud, 2006; Sainz, 2007; 
Sasaki, 2012) have also demonstrated that the Bolivarian government 
primarily defended its position by alleging Colombian and Peruvian 
unilateral free trade negotiations with the us and the European Union.

According to Blanco (2013), Andean integration has advanced as a mat-
ter of  foreign policy that operates without consultation of  society. Fur-
thermore, integration is considered a political process and an outcome 
ensuing from governmental decisions. In this respect, Guerra-Borges 
(2001) pointed out that integration comprised of  a set of  political deci-
sions taken by people, e. g., national strategic elites change every time 
the government changes.

Another instance worth briefly analyzing is Mercosur, which is the-
oretically a customs union between Argentina, Brazil, Venezuela 
(presently suspended), Paraguay, and Uruguay. Created in 1991, this 

12 Venezuela withdraw the can in favor of  joining the South American Common Market. 
According to diverse representatives and officials interviewed, the adjustment represented 
a reaction against the Fta’s completed with the United States on the part of  can mem-
bers Peru and Colombia. According to Sasaki (2012), in 2006 the Venezuelan government 
declared: “Las recientes negociaciones y firma de los Tratados de Libre Comercio por 
parte de Colombia y Perú con los Estados Unidos de Norte América, han conformado un 
nuevo cuerpo legal que pretende asimilar la normativa de los tLc a la Comunidad Andina, 
cambiando de facto su naturaleza y principios originales” (p.59).
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community has recently been paying close attention to the develop-
ment of  the pa since it represents a challenge to its own status and 
accomplishments in the region. The development of  Mercosur has 
been led principally by Brazil, and, as a result, there are complaints 
from small countries (Uruguay and Paraguay) of  being ignored in 
the integration process.

As with can, Mercosur suffers from a lack of  coherency among its 
member states. This is partly why it is so difficult to understand inte-
gration and regionalization processes in Latin America.13 Notwith-
standing the general agreement to unify the region, shifting political 
and economic interests have slowed down Mercosur’s progress and 
divided its member states. Such discord and intransigence have led 
Uruguay to explore membership possibilities in the pa (Mander, 
2014), though full membership remains a somewhat distant prospect:

Last year, Danilo Astori, vice-president of  Uruguay, which is 
Mercosur’s least populated member and enjoys observer status 
in the Pacific Alliance, said he hoped his country would become a 
full member of  the new bloc “as soon as possible”. He criticized 
the “inaction” of  Mercosur (Mander, 2014, p. 2).

Joining the pa would be a very difficult and complex process, more-
over, requiring Uruguay to quit Mercosur, given that organization’s 
restrictive regulations for its members; as such, it is not considered 
likely to enter the pa. Panama and Costa Rica, on the other hand, 
are official candidates for pa membership (Angeles et al., 2014), the 
latter candidacy being the most advanced.

Nevertheless, the goals of  both associations, pa and Mercosur, are 
different. According to the official position, the first one aspires to 
an “insightful economic integration” (Alianza del Pacífico, 2012,  
p. 4), while the second one was inspired by the European Union (eu) 
and attempted to go beyond a basic common market. According 
to Mander (2014), Mercosur wanted to imitate the eu integration 

13 For a brief  analysis of  this issue see Vargas-Alzate (2019).
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process to compete in a local and international arena. Now, based 
on this parallel review, it is not mistaken to say the pa —as a simple 
mechanism— is clearly challenging the previous Latin American 
regionalization processes.

By the first decade of  the 2000s, the region started to develop what 
was called a post-hegemonic regionalism. According to Briceño (2013), 
however, the region remained highly fragmented during this period 
while hosting very different integration models. As stated by Martinez 
(2016), this phase of  regionalism was also characterized by governments 
paying more attention to politics while leaving behind the economy and 
at the same time trying to create opposition to the us and its power 
over the region.

Such priorities are apparent in regional integration initiatives like La 
Alternativa Bolivariana para los Pueblos de Nuestra America (aLba),14 
which represented the views of  the so called “Socialism of  the twen-
ty-first century,” characterized by a general mistrust of  capitalism, 
accompanied by growing attention to social issues like poverty and 
wealth distribution, at least in a rhetorical perspective.

Around 2007, concerns about the kind of  regionalism predominant 
in Latin America spurred renewed approaches to balance the social-
ist wave in the region. Some governments, unwilling to engage with 
leftwing regimes’ policies, also considered insufficient more liber-
al-minded regional agreements, such as the can, already in existence. 
Those concerns encouraged the first exchanges towards creating new 
forms of  counterbalancing liberal integration: diverse discussions 

14 There are not many readings or papers based on comparative exercises related to the 
integration stages in the region. However, one of  them —appropriate to this analysis— was 
presented at the Third Biennial Conference of  RedIntercol in 2014, whose author has been 
working on the differences between the pa and the aLba, and outlined the stark contrast 
between these integration processes to the authors. See Florez (2014). Furthermore, Godoy 
(2014) wrote another brief  analysis under same tenets. See: https://www.portafolio.co/
opinion/redaccion-portafolio/analisis-contrapeso-alianza-pacifico-62602 

https://www.portafolio.co/opinion/redaccion-portafolio/analisis-contrapeso-alianza-pacifico-62602
https://www.portafolio.co/opinion/redaccion-portafolio/analisis-contrapeso-alianza-pacifico-62602
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also reflected a growing desire to become commercially competitive 
as a region by thinking more globally.15

It was under these circumstances that the governments of  Chile, 
Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, 
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, and Peru developed El Arco del Pacífico. 
The proposal was to design and boost a new regional power bloc 
exclusive of  the sort of  thinking expressed by Venezuela (which left 
the can in 2006)16 and Bolivia. The negotiating governments sought 
to join forces in order to reach global markets, especially in the Asia 
Pacific region (Morales & Sarracino, 2013).

According to Briceño (2010), the “Foro Arco,” as it was also known, 
had three functions. First, it sought to defend the neoliberal policies 
initiated in the late 80s. Second, the initiative was a response to aLba 
and its proposal to create a regional integration agreement against 
perceived capitalist and imperialist threats. Third, it was designed to 
facilitate regional negotiation with Asia Pacific countries —especially 
China— (p. 25). Unfortunately, differences regarding governmental 
policies and lack of  commitment hampered the initiative.

In 2010, however, Peru, Colombia, and Chile (later that year joined 
Mexico) returned to the negotiating table. Finally, on April 28, 2011, 
the Pacific Alliance was born in Lima, Peru, via the Lima Declaration. 
According to Abusada-Salah et al. (2015), the first arrangement signed 
by the pa members was the Central Agreement17 of  June 2012, which 
contains the rules and legal framework of  the primary integrative 

15 In the special case of  Latin American integration processes, authors like Sanahuja, Rigi-
rozzi and Tussie, and Oyarzún and Astroza (cited by Oyarzún & Rojas, 2013) describe the 
current regionalism as post-liberal, post-hegemonic and eclectic, respectively highlighting 
the features of  the aperture of  trade in the 90s, an alternative perspective in response to 
the dynamic of  classic ideas such as sovereignty and territoriality. This is part of  the debate 
around definitions of  what is happening in the region in terms of  integration.
16 Although it could only be effective in 2011, according to the can rules.
17 The agreement is officially known in Spanish as El Acuerdo Marco de la Alianza del 
Pacífico.
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arrangement: the second being the Additional Protocol, signed in 
February of  2014, commonly known as the commercial protocol.

The PA

As elaborated above, the pa was intended from the beginning to focus 
mainly on commercial integration and international cooperation. It 
is an open and non-exclusive integration initiative,18 which means 
that its members are not restricted from negotiating other types of  
commercial agreements with non-member states, being this char-
acteristic a main feature of  or. According to Fernandez and Portes 
(1998, cited by Garzón, 2015):

In open regionalism, the ultimate goal of  clustering the national 
markets of  different states is less about fostering intraregional 
trade among them and more about forming a larger market that 
could prove more attractive for market-seeking investors from 
abroad by increasing both the latter’s incentive to “jump” the 
regional agreement’s external tariff  (in the case of  a customs 
union) and the economic viability of  lumpy investments (p.15).

Nonetheless, it is evident the pa’s understanding that to be attractive 
to the world, it has to be internally strengthened. For this purpose, 
governments and different interest groups work together in coun-
try-members to build the cooperation required.

Within the foundational agreement (Acuerdo Marco), it is possible 
to identify diverse features of  this mechanism. It is noteworthy the 
certainty governments expressed regarding the direct benefits of  
regional integration. This is why, considering the value or and mul-
tilateralism have, and reinforcing the relevance of  the wto principles 

18 Although it was mentioned before, the authors insist on arguing that the pa is not an 
integration process. It is just an initiative designed to connect certain political and economic 
actors in Latin America and the world since pa observers are 59 countries and economies. 
See: https://alianzapacifico.net/paises-observadores/

https://alianzapacifico.net/paises-observadores/
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for the or dynamics,19 the four member States decided to settle clear 
rules intended to promote economic growth and market diversifi-
cation, mostly convinced about the benefits of  creating new bonds, 
especially with the Asia Pacific region.

In the same line of  the pa objectives, all of  them explicitly written 
in the Acuerdo Marco (article iii), the path to build a deep integration 
area was drawn, intended to achieve the free movement of  capital, 
goods, services, and people. To fulfill this objective, the pa has pro-
posed to drive for higher growth, development and competitiveness 
within the economies involved. Based on it, all endeavors are being 
directed to become a political cooperation, economic and commer-
cial integration, and a global reach platform under the premise of  
or (Alianza del Pacífico, 2012). In response to this, the pa approved 
its Visión Estratégica 2030, a document in which it is undeniable the 
global perspective this mechanism has as well as its motivation for 
continuous improvement and development, looking into the future 
(Pacific Alliance, 2018).

In addition, it is remarkable how the pa members defend the exis-
tence, importance, and legitimacy of  previous (and future) agreements 
signed between them as well as with non-member states. This means 
that for the pa, there is no inconsistency when members, pursuing 
economic liberalization and market opportunities, sign different 
agreements outside this mechanism. Thus, the interaction between 
the international organizations and the pa allows country members 
to achieve their goals.

An evidence of  this is the round-business meeting held last year in Peru, 
aiming to give visibility to entrepreneurs and companies from country 
members seeking opportunities to create connections and generate 
incomes. Among the countries invited to this round were Singapore, 
Thailand, India, Japan, and China, among others. In addition to that, 

19 It is remarkable how the pa promotes itself  as an accessible mechanism in which gov-
ernments desiring to join will be able to do so if  they comply with the principles declared 
in the Acuerdo Marco.
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there have been three more virtual rounds during 2020 due to the 
Covid-19 Pandemic.20

Chile’s head of  State is currently the pro tempore President, atop a 
structure that includes a Council of  Ministers, High-Level Group 
National Coordinators (from each country member), and a Technical 
Group. Besides these organisms, there are some working groups that 
function transversally, including the Business Council,21 the Inter-Par-
liamentary Commission, and the Council of  Finance Ministers. The 
existence of  59 observant countries (as of  2019)22 also indicates the 
international relevance of  the pa as well as the critical support such 
observers deliver. It is not common to find this support for a sim-
ple agreement. Thus, the pa intends to restore the principles of  or 
initiated during the 90s, which enable Latin American countries to 
create regional agreements and supplies a platform for reaching the 
global economic sphere.

Within the complex of  integration agreements that exist in Latin 
America, the pa comes as a response from four countries to promote 
or, seeking to advance the process of  economic integration among 
them as well as their global outreach, overcoming the ideological 
divergence found within other regional groups (González-Pérez et al., 
2015, p. 34). According to Quiliconi & Salgado (2017), pa members 
continued to defend or principles and values, “whereas the countries 
that face the Atlantic, particularly in South America, have generally 

20 According to official information provided by Prochile: https://www.prochile.gob.cl/
difusion/varios/eRuedas-de-negocios-Alianza-Pacifico/
21 Known in Spanish as ceap (Consejo Empresarial de la Alianza del Pacífico), within which 
the Sura Group representatives held the Presidency in 2019. According to the Sura Group 
official web page, Sura Group is “the Parent Company of  the sura Business Group, a 
multi-Latin organization that offers more than 70 years of  experience through its strategic 
core investments in the banking, insurance, pension, savings and investment sectors and 
provides comprehensive financial solutions based on long term relations of  trust” https://
www.gruposura.com/en/Corporate/our-company/Paginas/default.aspx.
22 In addition to the observant, four of  them are candidates to be associate countries: 
Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and Singapore. They negotiate currently with the four 
members of  the pa, in order to strengthen ties and achieve benefits. Recently, Ecuador and 
South Korea started the same route.

https://www.prochile.gob.cl/difusion/varios/eRuedas-de-negocios-Alianza-Pacifico/
https://www.prochile.gob.cl/difusion/varios/eRuedas-de-negocios-Alianza-Pacifico/
https://www.gruposura.com/en/Corporate/our-company/Paginas/default.aspx
https://www.gruposura.com/en/Corporate/our-company/Paginas/default.aspx
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maintained their previous regional commitments while including new 
social agendas” (p. 23).

The pa initiative has three basic objectives: firstly, to create a consen-
sual path toward deep integration and move progressively towards 
the free movement of  goods, services, resources, and people. Second, 
it aims to drive growth, development, and competitiveness of  the 
economies of  its members while achieving greater well-being, over-
coming socioeconomic inequality, and promoting the social inclusion 
of  its inhabitants. Finally, it aims to serve as a platform for political 
articulation and global economic and commercial integration with 
an emphasis on the Asia Pacific region (Alianza del Pacífico, 2012).

Thus far, the pa has been interesting for business leaders, especially in 
a comparative position against other Latin American integration ini-
tiatives.23 Among the leaders on record in support of  the pa is Maria 
Lloreda, former director of  Invest Pacific (Coutín, 2014, p. 115). Lloreda 
notes that doing business, strengthening international cooperation, or 
promoting investments without institutional support has long been a 
complex task, which makes the pa a useful tool for trade expansion. At 
the same time, it enhances the political representation of  countries like 
Colombia, which have minor institutional presence around the world 
(i.e., embassies, consulates, and other diplomatic offices).

Further highlighting the advantages of  the pa, Villarreal (2016) points 
to numerous accomplishments in stimulating trade promotion, move-
ment of  people, and financial integration via the creation and unifica-
tion of  exports and imports offices, the removal of  visa requirement 
for citizens of  country members, and the increased investment flow 
among the four economies, associates, and observers. Ortiz (2017) 

23 A wider research process in which the authors have been involved includes interviews 
with leaders of  different branches of  the private sector. The Pacific Alliance has originated 
a debate regarding the assumed position of  those leaders. Some of  them are defenders 
of  the initiative. This includes —via interview testimony— officials of  Analdex, Fenalco, 
andi, Fasecolda, Fedecafé, Fenavi, and Consejo Gremial, among many others. In addition, 
numerous entrepreneurs are vocally in favor of  the pa.
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ratifies this when she argues three essential elements the working pa 
has involved: convergence, interdependence, and identity.

Finally, it is worth noting the flexible and open framework of  the 
pa, which differs from the “heavy” and slow configurations of  some 
integration processes in the region such as the can or Mercosur. 
Moreover, according to Colombia’s former president, Juan Manuel 
Santos, during the seventh Summit of  the pa in Cali, the alliance is 
the “new driving force” of  the regional economy due to its intention 
not to follow the previous integration models established. Thus far, 
members have reduced tariffs, created shared embassies in many 
different countries, and export promotion offices in Asia and Africa.

The Private Sector as a Fundamental  
Actor Inside the PA

The private sector as a significant actor for Colombian politics was 
first studied by Cepeda et al. (1964). After that initial research, there 
has been a reduced but interesting approach to the topic. As Gar-
ten (1997) observed, commercial interests have played a key role in 
foreign policy in Colombia and vice-versa. Giacalone (1997; 2015) 
and Rettberg (2002; 2007) have also made meaningful contributions 
to this topic. However, the whole attention to these issues remains 
scant. This means that a study such as the one presented here can be 
understood as relevant, insofar as it opens the path to new approaches 
between the private sphere and the pa in all its member countries.

Although substantial scholar studies exist on the relationship between 
the private sector and foreign policy,24 very little of  these works per-
tain to Colombia. This paper is a contribution to the field because 
it offers an explanation about the role played by a specific actor of  
the private sector, taking advantage of  the agreements arranged by  

24 Some useful works to support this statement have been proposed by Rotstein (1983), 
Rogowski (1989), Cohen & Figueroa (2005), Jacobs & Page (2005), Kleinberg & Fordham 
(2010), and Davies (2011).
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the government in the execution of  its foreign policy. It is relevant, 
especially when the entrepreneurs are aware of  their role in promoting 
not only internationalization and cooperation but also the generation 
of  productive chains. In a personal communication, the sura Group’s 
finances vice-president, Ricardo Jaramillo (2019), pointed out “the 
private sector plays a determinant role in encouraging the government 
to promote more agreements and better dynamics”.

Among the limited knowledge of  this topic in Colombia, we note 
Losada’s work (2000) and its impact on the study of  business associ-
ations as nodes of  the private sector in Colombia. This author offers 
a detailed analysis of  the Consejo Gremial Nacional,25 an association 
which comprises the main businessmen and industrial concerns in 
Colombia and which, in turn, has the capacity to influence the deci-
sions of  the Executive26 (Losada, 2000).

Additionally, Amaya (2013) studied the role played by the associations 
in the dairy sector in terms of  influence within the Fta negotiation 
between the European Union and Colombia. His conclusion was that 
both the private sector and the associations in general have received 
little attention in the South American country over the last decades. 
Thus, one may conclude that, prior to the 90s, the public-private nexus 
was an issue of  some importance for academics and researchers, but 
this interest was gradually lost.

As Amaya (2013) explains, the prolific production of  texts from the 
70s and 80s far exceeds what has been produced since the economic 

25 According to Junguito et. al. (2015), it is made up of  the following guilds or associa-
tions, chronologically exposed as of  its founding year: sac (1871), Asobancaria (1936), andi 
(1944), Fenalco (1945), Fasecolda (1949), Acopi (1951), Cotelco (1954), Camacol (1957), 
Asocaña (1959), Acoplásticos (1961), Fedepalma (1962), Fedegán (1963), Confecámaras 
(1969), Analdex (1971), Asocolflores (1973), Acolfa (1974), Colfecar (1976), Asofiduciarias 
(1991), Asofondos (1994), Andesco (1995), and the cci (2003).
26 Following Calderón’s narrative (2013), for example, the ngc actively participated in the 
filing of  the draft Fiscal Rule Law and the Legislative Act 013 draft of  2010 that modify 
royalties, “after years of  action of  the guild organization in the national context, it is clear 
that they know how to make a guild proposal, a law” (p. 99).
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opening in the 1990s. Likewise, this limited production congealed 
around two lines of  analysis: the first emphasizing the variables of  
a globalized and economic order, and the second arguing that the 
influence of  the private sector waned in the face of  State action 
(Amaya, 2013).

This second approach is controversial for some works referenced by 
Amaya (2013): the research of  Echeverry (1987) and the one by Sáenz 
(1992). Some of  these authors argue for the representation of  produc-
tive associations by the same political and economic elites that became 
the owners of  the State. Dix (1967) and Bagley (1979) similarly note the 
high interference of  the private sector through productive associations. 
However, these works are now somewhat antiquated and, thus, do not 
necessarily reverse the trend suggested by Amaya (2013).

Junguito et al. (2015), citing Schneider (2004), specified that con-
siderations regarding the interference made by the private sector in 
decisions related to public policies in Latin America are highly vari-
able. In the Colombian case, such participation “tends to be typically 
formal, structured, known, and transparent and its actions are publicly 
recognized” (Junquito et al., 2015, p. 24).

In general, the research carried out on the relations between the private 
sector and the national government shows how before the changes 
generated by the economic opening, trade associations were considered 
relevant, and their level and capacity of  interference remained high. 
However, with economic liberalization, the guilds gave an important 
ground that managed to administer satisfactorily the country’s large 
economic groups (Rettberg, 2003). Thus, the large economic indus-
try groups maintain an important position in their dialogue with the 
Executive, a relationship that transcends the dynamics of  the pa.

Similarly, the private sector plays a key role inside the pa.27 In fact, from 
an economic perspective, it is impossible to imagine the pa without 

27 At this point, it is essential to distinguish that not all of  the Colombian private sector 
has agreed with the country’s participation in the pa. In fact, one of  the interviewees, Rafael 
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the encouragement of  this actor. From the outset (Foro Arco), the 
mechanism has involved direct participation from the private sector 
within the four nations. Furthermore, the private sector has consis-
tently expressed a high level of  commitment to the negotiations. Many 
Latin American entrepreneurs (contrary to the twentieth century’s 
situation) now demonstrate an interest in international economic 
affairs.28 The change promoted by the pa is relevant in this orientation.

In July 2018, the fifth business meeting took place during the Thir-
teenth Pacific Alliance Summit in Puerto Vallarta. Presidents Peña, 
Santos, Vizcarra, and Piñera participated along with several leaders of  
the productive sectors from each country. Again, their presence rati-
fied the fact that the private sector is perhaps the most relevant actor 
among those involved in the advanced dialogues regarding the pa.

Although politicians’ speeches in events, such as the one mentioned 
above, are often thought to contain little more than empty rheto-
ric and political correctness, empirical evidence29 corroborates the 
important role that the private sector has played in the pa dynamics 
(Benavides, 2018; Forbes, 2018). Its role in accompanying the gov-
ernments in making advances in the technical and operative design 
has been remarkable. In the words of  Martín Carrizosa, president 
of  the Colombian chapter of  the Business Council of  the initiative 
(ceap in Spanish: Consejo Empresarial de la Alianza del Pacífico), 
“entrepreneurs are the driving force behind the Pacific Alliance” 
(Portafolio, 2018).

Mejía, president of  the Sociedad de Agricultores de Colombia (sac), expressed his significant 
disagreements with this process and, contrarily, stood on the opposite side to organizations 
such as the andi (Asociación Nacional de Empresarios), Fenavi (Federación Nacional de 
Avicultores de Colombia), or Analdex (Asociación Nacional de Exportadores), associations 
representing industrialists, entrepreneurs, poultry farmers, and exporters, respectively.
28 Interview with Javier Díaz, head of  Analdex. The literature review also offers a complete 
explanation regarding the change in which Colombia has been involved since 1991, under 
new legislation.
29 Several interviews, expert conversations, and meetings supported by this article offer 
this evidence.
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Many political leaders have recognized the importance of  the private 
sector for the pa. Furthermore, the Colombian former president and 
Nobel Prize, Juan Manuel Santos, emphasized in the aforementioned 
business meeting how, “to a large extent, the good results achieved by 
the pa are linked to the active participation the private sector has had,” 
so far (Burgos, 2018).30 It is worth emphasizing how one of  the lines 
of  greatest interaction and collaborative work within the pa is the one 
with the private sector. It is increasingly common to find entrepreneurs 
from the four nations communicating with each other to advance their 
projects and processes in multiple sectors (Álvarez, 2018).

Inside the mechanism framework, the officials, leaders, and business 
interests31 of  the four members stay connected through an exclusive 
instrument created for this purpose: the ceap, in which every coun-
try has a chapter (pa, 2012). The ceap is, thus, the group in which the 
interests of  the major business people are represented and wherein 
they discuss agreements and new policies influencing pa members and 
their national enterprises.32

It is noteworthy how the pa is among the few regional association 
agreements that include such a council to hear and make decisions 
regarding the private sector ideas, needs, and proposals. This is 
important not only because it allows the private sector to generate 
policies and propose agreements that will benefit the members, 
but also because it plays a key role in the development of  strategies 
regarding business with other countries around the world, one of  
the key features of  or.

30 Authors’ translation.
31 Business in this context means corporate industrial associations, Gremios de la Pro-
ducción in Spanish.
32 In the designing the ceap, each country invited several of  the most recognized entrepre-
neurs in their field and asked them for an input, participating directly with recommendations 
and suggestions to allow better progress in this process of  integration and economic-com-
mercial cooperation. In addition, the ceap was established to promote and suggest visions 
and joint actions towards external markets, particularly in the Asia Pacific Region (pa, 2012).
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An essential aspect to bear in mind regarding the aforementioned 
council is the invitation governments from the pa extend to the most 
prominent business people in their own countries, which guarantees 
the safeguard of  the private sector interests. In addition to this rel-
evant representation, the active involvement of  the private sector 
creates a bond between economies inside the pa. The council has 
promoted agreements regarding competitiveness, homogenization 
of  norms and regulations between members, technical requirements, 
trade growth, and liberalization, among other issues.

In addition, the council has worked to reduce taxes and double tax 
payment requirements on business between pa members. They have 
made great advances in this matter while achieving significant results 
regarding the financial integration promoted by the Latin American 
Integrated Market (MiLa, for its initials in Spanish).33 Furthermore, 
new information technologies’ innovations have been implemented 
in order to improve communication among entrepreneurs and busi-
nesspeople within the pa.

Consequently, it is not a mistake to define the role of  the private 
sector inside the pa as crucial and dynamic, mostly if  we consider 
some recent events. Currently, Ecuador is interested in joining this 
mechanism.34 The private sector representatives from the country 
have made remarkable efforts to generate a competitiveness agenda, 
framed in the dialogue with the private sector of  pa members. In the 
same line, the Ecuadorian government is giving priority to this goal 
(Tapia, 2020).

33 As stated by Leraul (2016), “The Mercado Integrado Latinoamericano (MiLa) is a trans-
national stock exchange integration initiative created to unify the stock markets of  Chile, 
Colombia, and Peru. Mexico joined in late 2014, and Costa Rica and Panama are consid-
ering joining” (p. 52). Although financial integration has reached important advances, the 
ceo of  the Sura Group acknowledges it is not enough: “la integración de los mercados 
latinoamericanos, especialmente los de la Alianza del Pacífico, [es] un tema que he trabajado 
muchísimo en el Consejo Empresarial [de la ap] (…), desafortunadamente eso es muy difícil 
porque hay que alinear a los cuatro países y cada vez que hay un cambio de gobierno es casi 
que volver a empezar” (Rodríguez, 2020, p.17).
34 It has been more attractive for the Ecuadorian government the analysis about pa from 
a cooperation instrument perspective instead of  a complex integration process.
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Furthermore, last year, the XiV Cumbre Empresarial was held in 
Lima. It is important to highlight the significant progress concerning 
common policies about pension funds, double tax pay elimination, 
greater financial and fiscal integration, digitalization, and the fight 
against corruption. In this meeting, scheduled regularly before the 
presidential summit, the relevance the private sector has regarding 
the consolidation of  common interests was displayed (Mellizo, 2019).

According to Ricardo Vega Llona, Peruvian businessman and for-
mer president of  a relevant association in that country, the private 
sector and the presidents inside the pa conduct negotiations as pairs, 
which is a unique feature of  this mechanism. He also pointed out the 
remarkable high levels of  interaction between these two actors and 
how there is a clear win-win situation in all matters (Mellizo, 2019).

Lastly, in an interview conducted by Comercio Exterior to Sergio Con-
treras, a Mexican businessman coordinator in the pa, he pointed out:

[E]l avance más importante [de la ap] es el consenso privado con 
el que se ha realizado. En otras negociaciones de acuerdos de 
libre comercio, las consultas con los empresarios corresponden 
a los funcionarios públicos de cada país. En este caso, se extiende 
el ámbito de las negociaciones y, en conjunto, los empresarios 
formulan recomendaciones a sus gobiernos, lo cual propicia una 
dinámica diferente (Gándara, 2018, p. 62).

Considering this, it is possible to emphasize the certainty private sec-
tor representatives share about how important and crucial their role 
is to comprehend the realities of  each economic sector. The inter-
views conducted throughout this research confirm this position in 
each one of  the country members. Colombian businesspersons, for 
example, besides expressing their commitments with the dynamics 
of  or, have supported dialogue, interaction, and further agreements 
with the other country members.35

35 From the interviews conducted by the authors, 5 positions represent clearly the com-
mitments each sector has regarding the PA, those are: Javier Díaz Molina, (president of  the 
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Furthermore, in reviewing business activities developed and supported 
by the pa, the role of  the private sector becomes unquestionable. 
When analyzing internal advances (with external repercussions), 
business leadership is also evident. Even unpopular bureaucracies 
have been circumnavigated via the intervention of  entrepreneurs, 
business groups, and economic (productive) associations.36

Thus, it is crucial to evidence the important role the private sector has 
inside the pa by exemplifying it with a real company. Moreover, the 
chosen firm was studied deeply in order to understand its real impli-
cations as a key player not only inside the Colombian market but also 
in the countries it has businesses due to its condition of  multilatina. At 
the same time, it is relevant to understand how governments and the 
commitments they make as pa members concern the private sector.

sura Group as a key player in the private sector

The sura Group is one of  the most important Latin American service 
sector companies. It is a firm based in Colombia with more than 70 
years of  experience. During its history, it has faced many challenges 
and has grown very fast over the last two decades due to several wise 
acquisitions in the region.

The 90s, for example, presented many new opportunities to the com-
pany, as with the spread of  globalization, all companies faced the 
new scenarios such changes engendered. According to the official 
sura Group website,37 in 1997, the company was named Compañía 
Suramericana de Seguros, but officials later decided to separate their 
insurance business from their investment portfolio, which led them 

Asociación Nacional de Exportadores), Guillermo Botero Nieto, (president of  the Federación 
Nacional de Comerciantes), Ana Milena Cortázar Mejía, (Director of  International Trade 
at the Asociación Nacional de Empresarios), Mario Hernández, designer and business man 
and Andrés Mauricio Ramírez Pulido, technical director for the Consejo Gremial Nacional 
(Colombia). Interview audios are available in the research files.
36 Based on an interview with Javier Diaz from Analdex. Information available in audio.
37 https://www.gruposura.com/en/Corporate/Paginas/default.aspx

https://www.gruposura.com/en/Corporate/Paginas/default.aspx
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to create Suramericana de Inversiones s. a. and Suramericana (the 
parent company). In the following years, the company consolidated 
its social security and investment portfolios.38 In 2008, even as the 
global financial crisis hit, the company began trading its shares in 
the over-the-counter (otc) market in the United States, which rep-
resented a major milestone for the Colombian economy. However, 
it was not until 2009 that the company underwent a new structural 
change, after which the holding company was renamed Grupo de 
Inversiones Suramericana (Grupo Sura, as it is known today).39

The year 2011 was very important for the growth of  the company 
and the development of  new businesses in Latin America. It was then 
when the first steps regarding its consolidation as a multilatina began. 
According to an employee of  sura Asset Management,40 it was in 
2011 when the company acquired the ing Group pensions and assets 
in Colombia, Mexico, Chile, Peru, and Uruguay, the largest acquisition 
by a Latin American company at the time. Later that same year, the 
company created their subsidiary sura Asset Management in order to 
have a specialized group managing the assets of  the recently acquired 
ing Group in Latin America and other business lines.41

The period from 2012 to 2015 witnessed the company’s strong con-
solidation as a multilatina, with the sura Group name becoming widely 
known in the region. By 2016, the company acquired the Royal & Sun 
Alliance Group (rsa) in Mexico, Uruguay, Chile, Argentina, and Brazil; 
this purchase represented another strategic advance in the region through 
the acquisition of  an important insurance group with many years of  

38 David Bojanini, former ceo of  sura Group, depicted the international expansion 
in figures: “en 2006 estábamos con presencia en dos países: Colombia y Panamá. Ahora, 
estamos en 11 países latinoamericanos. Eso ha significado pasar de 11 000 empleados a 
60 000 (…) de 11 millones de clientes a 53 millones (…); los activos de la compañía se han 
multiplicado por cinco” (Rodríguez, 2020, p.17).
39 According to information retrieved from the website of  the group: https://www.gru-
posura.com/en/Corporate/Paginas/default.aspx
40 In an interview performed on May 4th, 2018. Medellin, Colombia.
41 Asset Management: Pensions, savings, and investments.

https://www.gruposura.com/en/Corporate/Paginas/default.aspx
https://www.gruposura.com/en/Corporate/Paginas/default.aspx
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experience.42 As an interviewed employee stated, “sura Group has 
known how to take advantage of  specific economic situations that 
have happened in the world in order to make better acquisitions.”

According to the information provided by another sura employee,43 
sura Group has two main investment lines, classified as strategic 
investments and portfolio investments, the latter owning substan-
tial shares of  other important companies such as Argos Group and 
Nutresa Group (two of  the biggest companies in Colombia). Regard-
ing the strategic investments area, sura Group has businesses in 
sectors including insurance, pensions, savings, and risk management. 
Additionally, their subsidiary sura Asset Management (saM) has oper-
ations in Colombia, Mexico, Chile, Peru, Uruguay, and El Salvador, 
which is the part of  the company in constant involvement with the 
pa and its members. saM has people working in every country they 
have investments, particularly in the pa member states. According 
to some interviewees, sura Group has recognized the relevance of  
these specific markets inside the Latin American region.

The current organizational structure of  sura Group is framed in the  
graphic below:

Figure 1. Organizational structure of the SURA Group

Sura Group
(Holding)

Sura Asset
Management

Sura 
Insurances

Bancolombia
(participation)

Argos
(participation)

Nutresa
(participation)

Celsia
(participation)

Strategic
Investments

Portafolio
Investments

42 rsa is a British insurance company, resulting from the merge of  Royal Insurance and 
Sun Alliance in 1996, but the tradition and expertise of  Sun Alliance have been evolving 
since 1710. In 2008, Royal and Sun Alliance changed its name to rsa. Information provided 
by an employee of  sura Insurance in September 2018.
43 In an interview performed and recorded on April 18th, 2018, in Medellin, Colombia.
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According to the ceo of  sura Asset Management,44 sura Group’s 
internationalization process started in the 90s, but the agreements 
generated within the pa have been very beneficial for it, and the com-
pany is highly aware of  how to take advantage of  those agreements. It 
has also trained employees with respect to pa provisions. For instance, 
one of  the most important agreements within the pa (of  which, 
inter alia, sura employees have been appraised) is the possibility for 
a parent company in one country to operate subsidiaries in another 
pa country with lower taxes, which allows the mobility of  dividends.

As stated by an employee during an interview, “we are convinced of  
the opportunities the Pacific Alliance gives to the region; this is why 
sura Group has been very interested in participating in the whole 
pa strengthening process.” The company’s former ceo also pointed 
out the importance of  the commercial agreements fostered by the 
Chambers of  Commerce from every pa country, which boosts the 
possibility to increase Fdi among them.

According to the sura Group Annual Report (2017), the represen-
tation of  the Company in the pa countries is substantial (Table 1).

Table 1. SURA Group basic information in PA member countries

Sura Asset Management Suramericana

Colombia Income* (in millions of  dollars): 257
Clients: 5 896 699
Employees:1 840

Income* (in millions of  dollars): 3 229
Clients: 11 349 773
Employees: 13 277

Chile Income* (in millions of  dollars): 341
Clients: 1 840 579
Employees: 2 468

Income* (in millions of  dollars): 407
Clients: 1 892 979
Employees: 611

Mexico Income* (in millions of  dollars): 296
Clients: 7 113 066
Employees: 3 092

Income* (in millions of  dollars): 175
Clients: 152 183
Employees: 402

Peru Income* (in millions of  dollars): 159
Clients: 2 007 253
Employees: 670

No information available. 

* Income corresponding to commissions from companies aFp Protección and aFp Crecer (not the 
same method registered in the consolidated financial statements).

Source: compiled by authors from information provided by the Sura Annual Report (2017, p. 10).

44 Interview performed and recorded on April 24th, 2018, Medellin, Colombia.
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For the sura Group, the pa constitutes a significant market and sub-
stantial opportunities to grow in Latin America, which has been its 
main area of  interest since the beginning of  its expansion. Further-
more, the former President of  sura Group, David Bojanini, indicated 
in 2015, during an interview for a Latin American magazine, how 
sura is trying to replicate the same business portfolio they have in 
Colombia in the rest of  the countries in which it operates (Villaher-
mosa, 2015).

As previously stated, pension funds are one of  sura Group’s prin-
cipal businesses. Within the pa region, pension funds are a rapidly 
growing market, which could offer substantial opportunity for sura 
as market integration increases. Along these lines, one of  the main 
goals of  sura Group in the pa is to develop the possibility of  pension 
mobility among country members, i.e., the possibility for regional 
workers to move from one country to another without losing their 
existing pension savings.

There are also significant opportunities regarding financial systems 
within the pa member countries. For the sura Group employees 
interviewed, the financial market in the region has not yet achieved its  
full potential, and many actions can be implemented to overcome 
informality and attract more clients willing to invest in the region, 
especially considering the growth potential. From this perspective, 
the vice-president, Jaramillo, says:

Although the motivation to enter those markets was not the 
existence of  the Pacific Alliance itself, it helps today. As there are 
more initiatives towards further integration, we get more benefits.  
If  there are double taxation agreements, we get benefits; if  we 
accomplish more integration regarding financial services, we get  
benefits; if  there is free mobility regarding pensions, we get ben-
efits (personal communication, 2019).

sura Group’s efforts to avail itself  from the full benefits of  the pa 
have operated substantially through sura Asset Management, which 
offers a regional vision for its clients. For instance, a Colombia-based 
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company, which performs acquisitions in Chile and Mexico, can 
receive complete regional advice and investment management from 
sura Asset Management. This is the key area wherein sura Group is 
taking advantage of  the pa arrangements. In this line, Jaramillo said:

We are proactive actors in fostering the Pacific Alliance agree-
ments and their deeper integration, because we are convinced this 
represents a win-win situation for country members, not only for 
the economy, but also for the companies, markets, population, 
etc. (personal communication, 2019).

As the saM ceo also revealed in 2018, they managed 140 billion us 
dollars for 19 million clients within the countries they operate, which 
represents an enormous amount of  assets and clients for a Latin 
American company.

Nonetheless, challenges persist in the region, especially in light of   
the agreements an initiative such as the pa can deliver. According to the  
saM ceo, three main topics remained at the top of  the agenda for 
the companies participating in the ceap:

1. Rules that allow worker’s mobility (in terms of  pensions) among 
the pa members.

2. Recently, there was a major milestone in the investment capabilities 
of  the pa members, represented in the possibility granted to the 
pension funds of  one pa member to invest in the stock exchange 
of  another pa member.45 This proposal, however, still requires 
refinement and further engagement from the four governments.

3. The possibility for people located at one pa member state to buy 
stocks from another pa member stock exchange. This is directly 
related to the MiLa (Mercado Integrado Latinoamericano) and 
efforts made to create an integrated market for current and fu-
ture pa members.

45 According to the Dinero, during the pa’s XI Summit (2016) the pathway for country 
member technical teams to better promote investments from their own pension funds within 
the region was discussed.
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These issues still require action from private sector representatives 
in the council. It is generally expected, however, that barriers to their 
implementation will be surmounted in collaboration with the four 
member governments.

Conclusions

Several conclusions may be drawn when analyzing the topics covered 
in this paper. First, integration processes vary greatly in Latin Amer-
ica. The historical voyage reveals serious difficulties in determining 
the most suitable model, scheme, mechanism, project, or initiative. 
At present, an updated and refined concept of  or has reemerged 
as a viable path through the implementation of  the pa. Although 
authors have given different names to this type of  integration, in 
reality, the pa remains fundamentally aligned with the notion of  or 
defined for the region during the period of  structural adjustment 
programs (sap) in the 90s.

Secondly, this work demonstrates the novelty and impact of  the pa 
initiative in the region to ease regional integration. It may even be 
said that it has gradually become a challenging mechanism for Latin 
America, given its distinctive features and its substantial effects in 
such a short time. Hence, the agreement raises the question of  what 
has been previously carried out with respect to regional integration 
in this part of  the world, which at the same time can give some light 
about the flaws of  other instruments. Likewise, the pa has provided 
a vehicle to non-state actors when seeking to influence economic 
policy and regional integration initiatives.

Along these lines, a third conclusion emerges. The private sector 
represents a key role inside the Pacific Alliance. As major players in 
country members’ economies, the most prominent businessmen and 
businesswomen are essential to the development of  economic policies 
and further commitments, not only inside the region but also boost-
ing international projection —especially, in the case of  the pa, with 
Asia Pacific countries. Moreover, the research conducted enabled the 
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authors to conclude that the pa is at the same time very relevant for 
business interests in the country members, and the key actors inside 
this sector recognize this integration initiative gives them tools to 
enhance economic development and cooperation. These findings lead 
to another meaningful conclusion: the importance of  strengthening 
research on the role of  the private sector inside regional engagements 
like the pa. There is a lack of  work regarding this topic, and further 
study would be beneficial, not just for the international business field 
but for the analysis of  Latin American international relations.

Lastly, this paper analyzes how the sura Group has taken advantage 
of  the international agreements reached by the Colombian govern-
ment. Not only has sura strengthened its businesses in Colombia, 
but it has also developed a substantial network of  subsidiaries and 
different business lines, in part, by taking advantage of  pa provisions. 
The sura Group is emblematic of  companies throughout the region 
making effective use of  international agreements originated in regional 
integration mechanisms, among which the pa stands at the forefront.
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